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e’ve spent time reviewing the Case Analyzer and the Evidence Processor
modules. These are great for helping you get an initial feel for what
was going on with the case. However, when faced with the volume of
evidence that many of today’s cases involve, the examiner also needs other tools to
find clues. When looking for needles in such a large haystack, we have a number
of tools at our disposal. They include performing keyword searches and building
filters and conditions. We will look the search options in depth in this chapter,
and filters and conditions in the next chapter, so that you will have a thorough
understanding of how to use them within the EnCase interface.

Keywords and Searching
It is quite common to have cases that require extensive searches for a set of
keywords. How you build the list of words to search varies between examiners and
even between cases. Usually there will be a list of terms that are relevant to the
case—the company involved, the subject of the investigation and their associates’
names, phone numbers, and other particulars are obvious candidates. In e-discovery
cases, the search terms are frequently topics of negotiation between the opposing
parties, and while the person performing the analysis may have input into what terms
are used, they may not make the final decision. Since we have been using the NIST
Hacking Case study, words associated with hacking and computer technology are
also of interest.
There are two ways to search for instances of keywords: logical raw keyword
searches are conducted against allocated files, while physical searches, in contrast,
are against the unallocated space from the disk. This is an important distinction,
because a physical search will miss a keyword if it is fragmented between
noncontiguous clusters, while a logical search will find that same keyword. In
EnCase, you can search for keywords in the Evidence Processor or from the
Evidence tab.

Logical vs. Physical Searches
EnCase can perform both a logical and a physical search. What is the difference?
A logical search looks at all the logical data of a file in performing the search
regardless of the physical characteristics of how it is stored. Think of this as if you
are reading a word processing document—do you know how it is stored on the hard
drive? No, and you don’t care. You only want the logical data associated with the file
and don’t need to be bothered with the physical locations.
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Figure 9-1 Noncontiguous data stored on disk

A physical keyword search is run against the raw file data—it is not searching
against the metadata of the file, which is an important distinction to keep in mind.
A physical search will look at data cluster by cluster, and if the file is not stored
contiguously, it may not find the match. Figure 9-1 shows an example of how data
might be stored.
You can see that if the keyword “Schardt” was stored in several different locations
rather than one after another, a physical search will not find it. When searching
unallocated space, this should be kept in mind.

Searching in the Evidence Processor
Keyword search results that are created from within the Evidence Processor are
placed in the device’s evidence cache files. They are available once the module has
completed processing.

TIP
Search terms can be used across multiple cases if desired, so part of your case management
process should include harvesting keyword search terms that are useful globally. You may wish to
build keyword lists for common case types that you handle to help streamline your process as well.

Creating a New Keyword
We are going to do our first set of keyword processing from the Evidence
Processor. The Search for Keywords module can be run on evidence at any time.
Launch the Evidence Processor from the Evidence tab by blue checking our
evidence and choosing Process Evidence from the toolbar on the Evidence tab.
In the EnCase Evidence Processor, place a blue check in the Process box in the
Evidence Name section to enable the Current Processing Options. Clicking on
the Search for Keywords module in the Evidence Processor brings us into the
Keywords editor (Figure 9-2). Here, you can either create a new keyword or import
a keyword list. First, we will create a new keyword, and later we will see how to
bring in a keyword list.
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Figure 9-2 Keywords editor

Click the New button on the Keywords toolbar to open the New Keyword dialog
(Figure 9-3). This interface is the same, regardless of whether you get to it by
creating a new keyword in the Evidence Processor or if you are searching from
outside the Evidence Processor.
If you’ve used prior versions of EnCase, this keyword dialog should look quite
familiar. The Search Expression text box is where you enter the keyword you want to
search for. If you are using a GREP expression, it also goes here. As we get into the
GREP expressions later, you will see that they can become rather complex, and since
they are frequently made up of many symbols, they can take some time to decipher.
To help you remember what they are for at a glance, there is also the Name text box.
While you may not always want to put in something for a straight text keyword, you
will almost certainly want to put some kind of descriptive name in there for GREP
keyword expressions.
What would make a good keyword for our case? Well, we know that the name of
the person we suspect is Greg Schardt, and we know that there was a user account
called Mr. Evil as well as an email account mrevilrulez@yahoo.com. So all of
these would make good keywords for our case. Also, we know that this case is
about suspected hacking, so we should also build some keywords around that topic.
Remember some of the graphics we found in Chapter 6? Also, some of the tools that
we saw installed might be good keywords to see if there is any other related material
to find there.
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Figure 9-3 New Keyword dialog

So, our first keyword will be Schardt. Type “Schardt” in the Search Expression
text box (without the quotes), and give the keyword the same name. Now look at the
search options.
Search Options The default checked option is ANSI-Latin-1. This is the standard code
page that Windows is using, and unless you are doing a non-English language search,
this should be fine. UTF-8 is primarily used for non-English language searches, and is
not checked by default.
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TIP
Unicode is an option that best practice holds should always be checked.
cc

Many applications (Microsoft Office, for example) store their data in Unicode
format. Unicode stores characters in 2-byte lengths and was created to support
non-English language character sets. Given that it is widely used by such
a common set of applications, it makes sense to check this for every case.
That said, there are times when you won’t need to select this option—certain
Windows artifacts are known not to be kept in Unicode, so if you are doing a
very narrowly defined search, you may be able to leave this option off to speed
the search. However, in most cases, it is best to check Unicode.

cc

Unicode-Big Endian, by contrast, only needs to be selected if the operating system
you are searching is in big endian. This includes Motorola and SPARC based
processors (unlike Intel based, which are all little endian). Do not choose this
option unless you have verified the evidence is from a big endian based system.

cc

Whole Word only finds the keyword as a word by itself and not part of another
string. This is something that is typically applied to reduce the number of false
positives on a keyword that is likely to be part of other words but is also a word
by itself.

cc

Case Sensitive will force your search results to take the case sensitivity
(capitalization) of the keyword you have entered into account when
determining if a match is made. Use this carefully—if you don’t know the case
that the keyword will have for certain, you may miss actual hits by using this.

cc

The GREP check box lets you tell EnCase that you are using a GREP expression
rather than a literal keyword. It will interpret the entry according to the rules we
will cover later.

So, with all that in mind, we keep the ANSI-Latin-1 option checked, and add
Unicode. Nothing else is checked. Once you have finished creating the search
expression, click OK. Our keyword shows up in the Table pane in the Keywords
editor now.

TIP
Did you notice the Unicode View changing at the bottom of the dialog as you typed in your
keyword? That is the value of the keyword you have entered as it would appear in Unicode.
This is useful to pay attention to if you are going to be creating Unicode-specific GREP expressions
at some point—you can use this feature to determine what your Unicode should be based on the
value this displays.
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Adding a Keyword List
You don’t have to enter all of your keywords manually. They can be imported from a
keyword list that you have built outside of EnCase. This is very useful for when you
have GREP expressions you want to bring into a case that you have tested before and
know they work. Click on the Add Keyword List button at the top of the Keywords
editor and the Add Keyword List dialog appears (Figure 9-4).
To add your list, copy it to the Windows clipboard from the list you have
developed (usually in a word processor) and paste them into the Keywords box by
right-clicking inside the box and choosing Paste. You have the same options for each
keyword you enter that you would if you were entering them manually. However, if
you select any of these options, it will affect the entire list. Once you have finished
adding your entire keyword list, you can make changes to individual keyword values
in the Table pane of the Keywords editor by right-clicking in the column of the
keyword’s attribute you want to change.
Incidentally, if you happen to finish adding your list and realize that you neglected
to set an attribute you wanted on all of them, you can highlight the whole column—
say the Unicode column—and right-click on it to bring up the context menu. From
there you can choose the Invert Selected Items option to change the values of all of
the items in that column from False to True.

Figure 9-4 Add Keyword List Dialog
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For our purposes, add the following keywords into our case using whatever method
you like best:
cc

Greg

cc

Mr. Evil

cc

mrevilrulez

cc

Hacking

cc

Wireless

cc

Ethereal

Once you have created them and are back in the Keywords editor, look at the
Options box at the bottom of the dialog (Figure 9-5). These are options that control
where in your evidence you will be searching. The Search Entry Slack option tells
EnCase to search the slack space between the end of the logical data to the end of the
physical file. Click on that option.
The next option is Undelete Entries Before Searching. This will perform a logical
undelete of files before searching them. This will only work on files that have been
deleted but have not been overwritten. How does this work? During the search, EnCase
encounters a deleted file. It attempts to recover that file by reading the assigned starting
cluster and determining how many clusters were used to store that file. EnCase then
tries to recover the clusters that were assigned to the file. Check on this option as well
and click OK.

Figure 9-5 Keywords editor with our options and keywords
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You should see the progress bar in the bottom-right corner as EnCase performs the
search. This can be a time consuming process.

Viewing Search Results
Once the Evidence Processor completes, you will naturally want to see your new
search results. You can see these by opening the Search tab (choose Search from
the View menu) and then clicking on the Keyword tab. If you have the tabs close
together, it will show as a small key icon and the word “Keywords” will be hidden
(Figure 9-6). Expanding the border between the Table and Tree panes will show the
labels for these subtabs.
Here you can see that EnCase has each result labeled (these are hyperlinks) and
gives you statistics in terms of how many items (files) and how many hits (instances
of the search term) they contain. You can click each of the terms and drill into the
detail in the Table and View panes.
Another behavior worth noting when searching within EnCase is the fact that you
can also view the currently selected results in the Results tab under Search as shown
in Figure 9-7. However, this only displays the most recent results. So, for example,
if you clicked on the mrevil result in the Search tab shown in Figure 9-6, and then
clicked over to the Results tab and clicked on Search line item as shown in Figure 9-8,
you would see exactly the same thing displayed in both locations.
Note, however, that there is no indication in the Results tab what this search term
was. This can be quite confusing if you don’t realize that this just reflects whatever
search result from the Table pane you had clicked on in the Search tab.

Figure 9-6 Keywords subtab of Search tab
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Figure 9-7 Results tab, Search row

Figure 9-8 Current search in the Results tab

Searching in the Evidence Browser
EnCase provides for searching outside of the Evidence Processor. The easiest way
is to go to the top level of the Evidence Browser, where it just lists the evidence
in your case in the Table pane. From there, you can blue check the evidence you’d
like to run the search against, and click on Raw Search All in the top button bar as
shown in Figure 9-9.
This is actually a drop-down menu, and you can choose to run prior searches from
here as well as create new ones. Your most recent search(es) will be listed at the top
of the menu, and the Run command will open a dialog for you to select previously

Figure 9-9 Raw Search All from the Evidence Browser
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saved searches as well. If you want to make changes to one of those previously saved
searches, choose Edit. For our purposes, choose New Raw Search All from the menu
and you will see the same familiar Keywords editor from when we created keywords
for the Evidence Processor. Since we covered this already above, you can go ahead
and click Cancel here.
You can also drill into the evidence you have listed and run your raw keyword
search against just certain images in your case, or even just a subset of a specific
image. Click on the Dell Latitude CPi hyperlink to get into the Evidence Browser—
you can see if you don’t have anything blue checked, the Raw Search Selected button
is grayed out. Once you select something, that becomes an available option, and the
same interface you have seen in prior examples is available for building keywords.

TIP
If you choose to perform keyword searches outside of the Evidence Processor, you should note that
the results will not be in the device’s evidence cache files and would have to be handled separately
if you want them available to other cases.

Evidence and Cache Locations
I’d like to cover an important point about the processed evidence and where the
evidence cache is stored. You can see when you open the Evidence Browser that there
are buttons across the top that let you manage the evidence in your case. Specifically,
I am referring to the Rescan, Update Paths, and Change Caches buttons (Figure 9-10).
The Rescan button will simply rescan the evidence you had previously included
in your case, and open it in the Evidence tab when it completes. The Update Paths
button is used for when the path to your evidence has changed and you need to let
EnCase know where it is now stored. The Change Caches button is similar, in that it
allows you to point EnCase to a new path if it has changed, but you can also use it to
have EnCase reprocess evidence whose cache has become corrupted.

Troubleshooting the Evidence Cache
The latter case is what I encountered midway through the prior chapter—I started
seeing strange behavior from EnCase. When I processed keywords in the Evidence
Processor, there would be no results, even though the processing had completed
successfully. Likewise, when I tried to use the index search, similar strange behavior
occurred, leading me to think there was something wrong going on with the evidence.
This could happen to anyone if there is an issue with the evidence processing—there
were no error messages in the EnCase interface, just behavior that made no sense.
I want to cover this because it may help others who run into similar issues.
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The first step was to see if there was anything going on in the logs. If you recall,
these are located in C:\<profile of user running EnCase>\Documents\EnCase\Logs.
I found messages indicating that the system could not find files in the evidence
cache—not a good sign. Sure enough, Guidance Tech Support confirmed that the
problem was due to problems with the disk I was using to store the case data and
evidence cache files.
How is this fixed? Actually, the solution is not too painful (compared to what
I feared it might be). I was advised to change the evidence cache location and
reprocess the evidence. But how do you change the cache location? You cannot make
this change in the Home screen’s Options dialog—that path is grayed out. Instead,
you need to go to the Evidence Browser where you can see your evidence listed but
you haven’t clicked into the detail view of it yet, as shown in Figure 9-10.
Clicking on the Change Caches button will bring up the Change Caches dialog,
where you can make your adjustments (Figure 9-11). The “Use base case folder
for primary evidence cache” option is checked by default. Since I knew there was a
problem with the primary evidence cache and wanted to create a new one, I needed
to uncheck that box. This allowed me to make changes to the Primary Evidence
Cache text box.
Make the changes to the path as appropriate and click Next. The Evidence Cache
Preview dialog opens. You can see that the Cache Status is Missing in Figure 9-12.
This is because I created a new folder for the evidence cache to be placed into,
so EnCase notes that there are no existing cache files in the directory I pointed it to.

Figure 9-10 Evidence Browser, Change Caches button

Figure 9-11 Change Caches dialog
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Figure 9-12 Evidence Cache Preview

If I had used a directory (for example, if I changed the directory to my secondary
evidence cache that had been defined when the evidence was processed), then it
would show that this was ready to be primary instead.
Since that was not the case, and I was pointing to an empty directory, I also got a
warning after clicking Finish, as shown in Figure 9-13.
This is EnCase letting me know that it will be creating a new cache in the new
location, which is just what I want to happen. Now that I have a new location for
the evidence cache files, I kick off the Evidence Processor again with all the same
modules checked and keywords specified and let it rebuild the evidence cache for
the case. Note, rebuilding the evidence cache can be time consuming, depending on
the size of the evidence to be processed, so only do this if you are trying to fix the
problem I have described, or have been directed to by EnCase Technical Support.

Figure 9-13 Evidence Cache Preview warning
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Index Searches
The Search tab is where you perform your index searches in EnCase. When you
process your evidence, EnCase builds an index from the transcript data of the file
plus the metadata, and this is what you are running index searches against. You can
get to the Search tab in one of two ways: either from the Home page by clicking on
Search, or by choosing Search from the View menu.
In the Search tab, the first subtab is Index. Note, the smaller your window is, the
more likely the buttons on the button bar as shown in Figure 9-14 may be either
turned into their icons without the text shown or not show at all. As it shrinks this
section of the window, EnCase will start hiding buttons from the right side of the bar
to accommodate smaller sizes of this section. Type your search terms in the text box
below the button bar. As soon as you begin typing, EnCase dynamically brings up
the list of the variations available in the data in the table below. These are hyperlinks,
and clicking on one will get the results related to that term displayed in the Table
pane to the right.
The text field where you type your terms has a button bar of its own above it.
There you will find the very powerful options that allow you to control the results
with significant granularity to reduce false positives (Figure 9-14).
From left to right, these buttons are:
cc

Field This is a drop-down menu that lets you choose specific fields to
constrain your search. It gives you an easy way to make sure you have the right
field name without having to look up the syntax. Once you have added the field
name, type the value that you want to find in the index text box next to the
name with no space after the bracket.

cc

Patterns This is a drop-down menu that has a list of several predefined numeric
patterns to choose from. Choosing one will embed it in your search term.

Figure 9-14 Index text box buttons
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Stem This displays a list of possible stemming alternatives to the currently
selected term. Stemming is basically alternate endings to a core term you have
entered in the text box. If you want to see an example, type “want” without
the quotes and click the Stem button. You can delete alternatives from the list
if you don’t want them to be included by right-clicking on them in the list and
choosing Delete. You can also add new variations to the list. Finally, you can
change the locale selected for the term—but you can only choose one item
from that Locale list.

cc

Case This lets you toggle between either case sensitive (capitalization is
considered and enforced in the results) or case insensitive (return results
regardless of their capitalization).

cc

Logic This inserts an AND or an OR logical operator at the point of the
cursor. It also will toggle the logic back and forth between these two options if
they already exist. To change a specific logic operator, highlight it first and then
click the button (or you could just type it).

cc

Expand This opens the highlighted term in the Expand interface, which
has three tabs. The Text tab shows you the search term as entered. The Terms
tab shows a hierarchical view, and the Report tab shows how the term will be
displayed in the Report module.

cc

Find This lets you find search expressions within the search term.

cc

Copy, Cut, Paste These are standard Windows interface buttons that act as
you would expect them to allow you to copy, cut, and paste text into the Index
text box.

cc

Test Test will let you check your syntax—it displays an error if there is a
problem. This is particularly useful when crafting the more complex search terms.

213

Search Operators
In addition to the above options, you can also include search operators that EnCase
provides to make a more complex query. There are several terms, and for a complete
list, it is best to consult the EnCase User Guide for your version of the product.
However, here are some common examples and how to use them.

Proximity
To do a proximity search (which is to say if you are looking for a word within X number
of words distance from each other), you use the w/ operator:
apple w/4 orange

This will give you occurrences where apple is within four words of orange.
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Not Proximity
For keywords that are not within X number of words distant (so the opposite of the
above example), you would use the nw/ operator:
apple nw/4 orange

This will give you results where apple is not within four words of orange.

Word X Before Word Y
If you are looking for one word to occur before another (so the order is important
here), and to specify by how many words the first term should precede the second,
use the pre/ operator:
apple pre/4 orange

This will return results where apple precedes orange by no more than four words.

Grouping and Variables
You can specify multiple options in parentheses to group them and then use search
operators to modify them:
apple pre/4 (orange or grape)

This will return results where apple precedes either orange or grape by no more
than four words. You can group on both sides of the operator, so if you wanted to
put additional values in with apple, you would just include them in their own set of
parentheses.
You can also nest terms, for example:
((apple and pear) or kiwi) pre/4 (orange or grape)

Pay attention to the opening and closing parentheses so that you always have
matched sets. This is where that Test option on the button bar of the Index text box
can be helpful as you build more complex search terms.

Searching Within Fields
By default, EnCase will search within all the fields unless you choose to restrict the
search scope. You can do so with the Field drop-down discussed in the above list.
Once you select a field from that drop-down menu, EnCase places the field in square
brackets in the Index text box. You can now just type the value you want to search
directly after (no spaces between the ending square bracket and your search term).
[To]mrevilrulez
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The above would return results where the email field included the value “mrevilrulez”
in it. You can also use the same grouping and logic operators in combination with the
field names.

Searching with Dates
You can use dates in your search terms. They must be entered in ISO 8601 format,
and surrounded by a hash tag (#) on either side. You can use as much detail as you
need—for example, you can just specify the year if you want to restrict only that, but
you can also be much more complex:
[Modified]#2005-01-24...2006-12-24#

The above example uses the Modified field. When you choose the field, EnCase
inserts the field name surrounded by square brackets, and then two hash tags. You type
in your date value between the two tags. The ellipses (…) represent a range between
the first and second dates. You can see that the ISO 8601 format is yyyy-mm-dd.
Other numeric values also follow the same syntax—you enter them between two
hash tags, and ellipses are used to indicate a range. Note, if you include an ellipse before
a number alone, or after a number alone, it serves as a less than/greater than indicator:
[Logical Size]#...5000#
[Message Size]#1500...#

Using GREP Operators
GREP is an acronym that stands for Globally search for a Regular Expression and
Print it.
GREP originates from the Unix operating system, but the implementation in
EnCase is not a standard Unix GREP. (EnCase documentation keeps GREP in
all uppercase, but I’m old school—I learned it during my years as a Unix system
administrator, and we don’t do caps lightly in an operating system that is case
sensitive. If you encounter it elsewhere outside of EnCase, expect to see it all
lowercase.) If you are used to using standard Unix GREP, you need to pay even
closer attention because some of the GREP operators mean quite different things in
EnCase’s implementation.
GREP is very powerful for creating search expressions that only find what you
are looking for—used correctly it reduces false positives. However, GREP is cryptic,
and complex search expressions can seem quite daunting to people just starting out
with it. To get us started, Table 9-1 lists the GREP commands that EnCase supports
and their usage.
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Syntax

Usage

\wFFFF

The \w indicates you want GREP to treat this as a Unicode character and
not its ASCII equivalent.
The \x indicates you want GREP to treat this as a hex character and not
its ASCII equivalent.
A period (.) will match any single character, even nonprinting characters
like line feeds and carriage returns. The period is a wildcard character
that will match once and only once, whether the character is alphabetic,
numeric, symbolic, or nonprinting.
The hash (#) or pound symbol will match any single numeric character
of zero through nine. When you are looking for numbers only, this is
your friend.
A question mark (?) after a character/group of characters will match one
or zero occurrences of that character/group.
A plus sign (+) after a character/group matches any number of occurrences of that character/group at least once.
The dash or hyphen (-) within a set indicates GREP should treat the set as a
range of values. This is used both with alphabetic and numeric character sets.
An asterisk (*) after a character/group matches any number of occurrences
of that character/group, including zero times.
The square brackets hold the place of just one character—so if you have a
set of characters enclosed in them this acts as an OR statement. To hit on a
search term, one member of the set must be present, but not more than one.
The circumflex or caret (^) is the GREP NOT operator. When used in a
set, it means “NOT any of these”.
The backslash character (\) is used to “protect” or “escape” the following
character and effectively tell GREP to ignore it as a GREP operator and
use it as a literal string for searching. You need to do this any time you
want to search for a character that is a GREP operator (i.e., those listed in
the left column of this table).
Parentheses are used for grouping characters together for use with other
GREP commands such as wildcards or the logical operator pipe (|).
The curly braces repeat the character/group between m and n times (so
this is treated as the start and end of the range) up to 255 times.
The pipe (|) symbol is used as a logical OR in GREP. You use it to separate
groups of characters where you want to see one group OR the other.

\xFF
.

#

?
+
[A-Z]
*
[XYZ]

[^XYZ]
\[

(ab)
{m,n}
a|b

Table 9-1 GREP Commands
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What are all of these symbols and how can you use them? The best way to learn
to use GREP expressions is to dig in and start building some. Our table is in the
same order that you will find these expressions in the New Keyword dialog so that
you can easily find the definition here when you have that window open. However,
the order doesn’t lend itself well to teaching how to use GREP expressions, so I’ll go
over them in a more functional order.
This is best taught interactively, so I have created a file with the GREP expressions
we discuss, and another one with sample data for us to use to search through so we can
see how each of these behaves. They can be found on the McGraw-Hill Professional
Computing download page, www.mhprofessional.com/templates/computing. The files
are called grep-expressions.txt and grep-datafile.txt.

The GREP Wildcards
First, let’s start with the wildcard symbols (. # ? + *). Each one acts a bit differently
and is used in cases where you need specific characteristics.

The Period (.)
The period matches any single character or noncharacter (space, tab, nonprinting
characters, etc.). So what does using it look like?
li.e

The above example will find “live”, “like”, “line”, but not “love” because the
wildcard is in the third position of the expression, and the first two letters must
match “l” and “i”. GREP will also find it in the middle of a string, such as “sliver”
and “Livermore”, although it will only highlight the “live” portion of the word in the
results. Note also that since we did not force the keywords to be case sensitive when
we built them, Livermore will be a match. If we had forced case sensitivity, that
would not have been a match.

The Pound or Hash Sign (#)
The # sign is all about numbers, which makes it easy to remember. This is commonly
used to look for phone numbers, credit cards, Social Security Numbers (SSNs), and
other numeric combinations.
Here is an example of a U.S. phone number pattern without the area code:
###-####
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This will match any three digits (including 0), followed by a hyphen, followed by
four digits. Here is an example:
025-6375

Does that make sense in the context of this being a phone number? Maybe, but
not if the first digit is 0. GREP will do exactly what you tell it to do—whether or not
it makes sense in the context, it is all about whether the pattern matches. The other
consideration is whether the locale your evidence uses separates numbers using
hyphens—some do not use this form at all. There are things you can do to cope
with that, such as using certain types of wildcards to represent the expected string
formatting of the keyword you are looking for. We will get into more complicated
forms of looking for number combinations further down as we build our expressions
into more complex patterns.

The Question Mark (?)
Next, the question mark (?) matches zero or one instance of the character (or group
of characters if you use the parentheses). So for our phone number example above, if
you weren’t sure the hyphen was present or not, you could use the question mark.
###-?####

This would match on all these:
223-3426
4585286
665548831
555-448-5618

The Keyword Tester
One really nice way to test what your search terms will find is to use the Keyword Tester
tab in the New Keyword dialog. You can create a file with the example data of what you
do and don’t want to be caught by the search and tweak your GREP expression until
you get just the results you are looking for. For the above example, I loaded a file with
the results you see and entered the keyword as usual in the Search Expression tab. Then
I clicked over to the Keyword Tester tab, and loaded the test data from grep-datafile
.txt. You can see the results in Figure 9-15, although to see specifically which text is
highlighted is difficult in a black and white book. I strongly recommend that you load
the two files I am using into EnCase and follow along with each example.
Right away, I can see if my keyword expression is working as expected, and make
adjustments to the expression until it behaves as I need it to before I waste time
running it against large volumes of evidence.
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Figure 9-15 Keyword Tester

Grouping and GREP
Many times, you will need to group characters to show that you want an entire group
repeated or to use them as a range. Several of these wildcards are best shown in
combination with groups, as it can change their behavior, depending on the choices
you make.

The Plus Sign (+)
The plus sign (+) matches one or more of the character or group that appears before
it. This operator can be used a number of ways other than just by itself. First, let’s
show it by itself.
abc+

This will match the letters “ab” followed by one or more “c” characters as shown
in Figure 9-16.
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Figure 9-16 GREP plus sign example, no grouping

Parentheses (abc)
Now say you want “abc”, and it can be repeated one or more times, but only
together. We’d represent this in GREP by grouping them inside of parentheses:
(abc)+

In Figure 9-17, you can see we get a very different set of keywords highlighted
when we run this through the Keyword Tester.

Square Brackets [xyz]
Now assume you want to find this group in the middle of another expression, you
can nest them. If I wanted to have the letters X or Y followed by the group “abc”,
I would use this:
[XY](abc)

You can see in Figure 9-18 that it hits on the Y or the X prefacing the group, but
does not take both. This is because letters in the square brackets have an implied
logical OR between them. Think of the items in square brackets as having a “pick
one of me” property.
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Figure 9-17 GREP plus sign example with grouping

If I were looking for the letter X or the letter Y, followed by my (abc) group
repeated, I would represent this way:
[XY](abc)+

This matches “abc” prefaced by either X or Y, and “abc” can appear once or more
repeated, as shown in Figure 9-19.

Figure 9-18 Square brackets GREP example with group
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Figure 9-19 Square brackets GREP example with group and repeat

The Carat or Circumflex (^)
Finally, if I were looking for the group “abc” repeated one or more times, but not
preceded by an X or a Y, I could use the carat or circumflex (^) at the beginning of
the square brackets.
[^XY](abc)+

You can see from the results in Figure 9-20 that the highlight has shifted to the
right compared with the previous figure. The X character is no longer included in
the keyword hit.

The Asterisk (*)
The asterisk after a character or group of characters will match any number of
occurrences of that character/group—including zero times. Let’s start with just the
two letters “a” and “c”.
ac*

Figure 9-20 Square brackets GREP example with group, repeat, and carat
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Figure 9-21 Asterisk GREP expression example

As you would expect, there are a lot of matches in this data file, as shown in
Figure 9-21. Now we can add the parentheses to show the difference that grouping
makes on this keyword.
(ac)*

Figure 9-22 shows far fewer results for this keyword expression, and we only see
instances where the two letters both appear at least once.
[XY](ac)*

As before, this will match the X or Y character, followed by “ac” repeating zero or
more times (Figure 9-23).
Note that while the asterisk is supposed to hit on the group even when it is zero
times, it is only showing here when it is at least once. If zero times were actually
the behavior, we’d see hits on X and Y by themselves, but that is not the case. Also
note that we see the asterisk only showing hits when the group appears once—those
strings have multiple occurrences of the “ac” group—why is it not showing those
selected? What we are seeing here is a function of the square bracketed group prior
to the “ac” group.

Figure 9-22 Asterisk GREP expression with grouping
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Figure 9-23 Asterisk GREP example with grouping and square brackets

You can see in Figure 9-24 that when I remove the [XY] group, the asterisk
behaves more like we would expect it to. This influence that the square bracketed
group has on the way the asterisk behaves should be kept in mind when crafting
your GREP expressions.

TIP
When you have a number of search hits in a file, it is sometimes difficult to determine which hit
matches which keywords. This is particularly true when dealing with multiple GREP operators.
When testing out your GREP keywords, it is worth building some examples of keywords as you
want them hit, and also some counter-examples to test how your syntax works before applying it
across an entire evidence collection. Some pretesting at the beginning can save hours of processing
time, particularly in cases with terabytes of evidence to search through.
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Figure 9-24 Asterisk example without the preceding square brackets

Ranges and Logical Operators
The final operators we will cover include curly braces and the pipe symbol. These
are both quite useful in controlling how many times, or even if, an expression will
return matches.

The Curly Braces {m,n}
Curly braces are used to restrict the range of matches to between the beginning value
(m) and the ending value (n). Contrast this with the asterisk, which accepts repeating
matches without restriction. This is best illustrated with a before and after example.
Consider this expression:
[A-Z]

This matches any alphabetic characters, regardless of case (because I didn’t
choose the Case Sensitive option). Figure 9-25 shows the result from our data file
in the Keyword Tester.
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Figure 9-25 Match any alphabetic characters

You can see that it matches any alphabetic characters in our data file. Now if we
want to restrict how many alphabetic characters it matches to between three and five,
we would make these changes:
[A-Z]{3,5}

You can see that this reduces the matches in the results (Figure 9-26).
Why do so many long strings still show up in the results? This is because GREP
will consider each match separately. Consider the last string in the file:
abccccdefabccaDabCCabACABC

We have a minimum match length of three, which this string obviously has, and a
maximum length of five letters. So GREP will parse through the string matching the
maximum letters until it gets to a point where the minimum required are not present.
The following illustrates how GREP is breaking the string up into five-character
chunks:
abccc

cdefa

bccaD

abCCa

bACAB

C

GREP matches the first five characters, then looks at the next chunk of five and
since they are also all alphabetic, matches those. Then it continues onto the next

Figure 9-26 Match only three to five alphabetic characters
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five, and the next five. Then it gets to the last chunk of letters. It matches bACAB
(five alphabetic characters), and since that leaves the last “C” all by itself, it is not
a match. If there were two more letters, it would have met the minimum criteria of
three letters and matched the entire string.

Escaping Reserved Characters with the Backslash (\)
There are cases where you will be looking for a symbol that is a GREP reserved
symbol, and you need to wave your hand and tell EnCase that “these are not the
symbols I am looking for.” This is called “escaping” the characters, and you do
this with the backslash character (\). Using this character will protect it from being
interpreted as part of the GREP expression. You need a backslash character for each
reserved GREP operator you use in an expression.
So if I wanted to look for a phone number, but I didn’t know that I needed to escape
the parentheses in my search expression:
(###)###-#####

You can see in Figure 9-27 that EnCase found something, but not the number we
are looking for. In fact, that hit isn’t likely to be a phone number at all. You can see
in the data file that we have some different separators between these phone numbers.
How about if we use the backslash to escape the parentheses?
\(###\)###-####

The backslash characters in front of the open and closed parentheses keep EnCase
from interpreting them as GREP operators, and so it finds the literal open and closed
parentheses, with three numbers inside, followed by three numbers, a hyphen, and
four numbers (Figure 9-28).

Figure 9-27 Looking for a phone number
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Figure 9-28 Using the backslash to escape the parentheses

The Pipe Symbol: Logical OR (|)
The data file we’re using has a number of common ways that phone numbers can
be written. Consider the case where periods can be used to separate sections, or
hyphens, or parentheses, or some combination therein. How would we adjust our
GREP expression to handle these cases?
We can use the logical OR symbol, which is called a pipe (|). It is commonly
found on the same key as the backslash, and you use shift to access it. We still need
to make sure that our parentheses are escaped, but we also need to let EnCase know
we want matches where either a hyphen or a period is used in between the numbers.
Here is the expression; the results it produces are shown in Figure 9-29:
\(?###(\)|.)###(-|.)####

You can see that this gets us those phone numbers where the dots are separating
the numbers, as well as those where the parentheses are present. Look at the last
string highlighted in Figure 9-29, though—why is it hitting on that when they are
separated by hyphens? It is because we are looking for a literal period, but we didn’t
use the escape character to tell EnCase to ignore this as a GREP operator. We need to

Figure 9-29 Phone number with a period or a hyphen
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Figure 9-30 Phone number with the periods escaped

escape those periods, because EnCase interprets them to match any single character.
This is fine if we want to include hyphen-separated phone numbers, but that isn’t
what we were trying to achieve.
\(?###(\)|\.)###(-|\.)####

Once we put in our escape characters to protect the periods in the expression, the
results are what we were trying for (Figure 9-30).

Summary
You can see from these examples how powerful GREP can be when used properly.
I can’t stress enough how important it is to test your keywords on both positive
examples and negative ones before you process evidence with them. The Keyword
Tester is an excellent tool for this type of testing, since you can build a file with
both types of keywords to refine your expressions before turning them loose on
your evidence. It is possible to get “too fancy” with your GREP expressions, and
introduce cases where you see false negatives because you have tuned the expression
too tightly. Guidance Software recommends in their training that you keep these
expressions only as complex as necessary to get the job done. One expression should
not be stretched to cover too many contingencies.
This chapter has covered quite a bit of ground, and you should now have some
comfort in crafting your own search terms and GREP expressions to ensure that you
minimize the number of false positives in your searching. In Chapter 10, we will go
into detail on dealing with filters and conditions to even further narrow your results
to just those that are relevant.
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